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“Drunken haze of dodgy
food, lack of sleep and
stinking portable loos”
KENDAL Calling 2010
promised to be the festivalʼs
best year yet, with headline
acts such as Calvin Harris,
The Doves and The Coral
taking to the stage.

For its fifth year, the now
Lowther-based festival was
on for three days with a
choice of eight live stages
and an optional Thursday
night Freakeasy circus event.
This year I decided to “take to
the fields” for my first ever
festival to see what all the
fuss was about.

I wouldnʼt describe myself
as the most avid of campers,
having only been on a
camping adventure once in
my 18 years of life; the term
“adventure” is used rather
loosely as me and my dad
managed to venture as far as
the back garden, before I ran
inside to the warmth of my
own bed. So I knew a
four-day festival and the idea
of “roughing it” was going to
be a challenge.

Despite the odds, I not only
bought a weekend ticket, but
decided to go on the
Thursday evening for the
Freakeasy circus event for an
extra £20, which was a
brilliant night of entertainment
and also gave us the pick of
the best camping spots!

Acts included sword
swallowing contortionists,
chainsaw jugglers,
fire-breathing balance acts,

Riot of colour and impressive dress

THERE were some bleary-
eyed and tired people waking
up to another day of live music
and festival madness on
Sunday, but twith lots of top
quality acts to look forward to
it wasnʼt long before hang-
overs had cleared!

The audience in the Kaylied
tent was treated to an early
afternoon, informal set from
the innovative and affecting
Changing Horses — a duo
comprising Ric Birtill and
Francesca Cullen.

The pair from Preston, but
currently living in Lincoln,
were like a breath of fresh air
with their charismatic take on
indie folk — a wonderful way
to start an afternoon in the
sun.

Next up on the hit list was

FANCY dress was the order of the day
on Saturday as festival-goers donned
all sorts of colourful costumes — rang-
ing from Smurfs, Incredible Hulks and
Storm Troopers to tigers, masked
American wrestlers and Victorian
dandies.

The day’s music got off to an awe-
some start with Orphan Boy opening
up the Calling Out stage soon after
noon. “We didn’t think anybody would
turn up,” a member of the
Cleethorpes-formed trio announced
from the stage to the decent-sized
gathered crowd.

Highlight of the set was undoubtedly
the band’s recent Pop Song single
which is taken from the band’s second
album, Passion, Pain and Loyalty, which
was released through Concrete
Recordings on Monday.

According to the band the album
was “written for all the people who lis-
ten to records alone in their bedrooms
and stare out of the windows late into
the night” — however, it’s in the live
arena where the band really shine.
There was a sharp connection with the
audience here, almost primeval, which
pricked at the soul.

Other highlights of the Calling Out
Saturday were Jessie Rose Trip, who are
due to be playing a gig with fellow
powerful female fronted Doll and the
Kicks, in Manchester, next month. Both
singers raised the temperature in the
tent with their vocal abilities and flam-

boyant style. Back stage, Jessie said
they had been going down well in
Europe recently with France and
Germany, in particular, feeling the
good-time vibes. At the festivals as
well, there had been a growing
groundswell of opinion that things
were really starting to kick off for
them.

“We are going to try and work
towards an album,” said Jessie. “We
have got so many songs that we want
to release.”

Also on the bill for the new music
stage were London’s Goldheart
Assembly, who have been busy pro-
moting their critically acclaimed debut
album, Wolves and Thieves, all year.

Described by the NME as, “This year’s
Fleet Foxes. But better. And really not
like that at all”, Goldheart Assembly
were particularly pleased to be able to
get to play in Cumbria — having tried
once, but failed!

Lead singer John Herbert said: “It’s
one of my favourite parts of the world.
I came up for the first time with the
band. We went through the Lake
District, stopped and climbed a moun-
tain. It was one of the best days of my
life. We had a day off because we were
going to play in Whitehaven, but the
venue burned down.”

The Saturday main stage action really
took to life with a fancy dress stage
invasion during a lively set from

Chicago’s OK Go. Known for the
Grammy award-winning treadmill
video for their single Here It Goes
Again, they got everybody up and
dancing.

Having performed a special acoustic
version of recent single Heartbeat Song
in front of the former Lowther Park
boating lake, located in the artists’
“green room” area, The Futureheads
certainly didn’t disappoint with their
main stage performance, either.

The band certainly know how to get
a crowd going and provided a rousing
and energetic set packed full with fes-
tival favourites.

Wild Beasts, from the Lake District,
playing for the first since their Mercury
Prize nomination for their second
album, Two Dancers, delivered a heart-
driven set and showed off their unique
style to great effect.

For those willing to seek out a dance
tent packed full of positive vibes there
was the House Party tent which was
being overseen by 808 Sate and the
irrepressible Bez — the former Happy
Mondays and Black Grape band mem-
ber — who can’t have failed to be
impressed with some of the shapes
being thrown by enthusiastic dancers.

The main stage action was closed by
the always powerful and emotionally-
charged Doves, who remarked after
their set that it was their “favourite
performance” of the summer.

MUSIC WIPES AWAY ANY
HANGOVER BLUES

impressionists, jazz bands
and Charleston dancers. The
final act of the night was The
Correspondents who
combined comedy and dance
with jazz music. A personal
favourite was their unique
take on the Jungle Bookʼs I
wanna be like you song with
a modern jazz twist.

The official festival began
on the Friday with revellers
arriving in droves in the
morning before the gates
opened at noon. After that the
weekend went by in a
drunken haze of dodgy food,
lack of sleep and stinking
portable loos (just kidding)!

Organisers made it their
priority to improve toilet
conditions after last yearʼs
complaints. Each day the
toilets were cleaned and
emptied, vastly improving the

cleanliness of the event.
There were also eco-friendly
solar-powered showers on
site for the more
hygiene-conscious campers.

As for refreshments, a vast
range of continental food and
beverage stalls were
available, all of which were
reasonably priced and of a
high quality. Festival-goers
could get anything from pie
and chips to Oriental noodle
dishes.

A variety of shops lined the
arena, my personal favourite
being the vintage fair, which
offered unusual clothing and
accessory items for both men
and women. It sold anything
from old American motel keys
to brogues.

A fancy dress
extravaganza was held on
the Saturday in celebration of

the fifth anniversary of Kendal
Calling — which was
definitely a highlight of the
event.

Myself and two friends, Ava
Brockbank and Charlotte
Thompson, also from
Appleby, put some impressive
effort into our tiger costumes,
with face-paint and hand-
sewn tiger striped T-shirts.
Other crazy costumes
included a giant Pac-man
chased by evil squids who
ran the length of the field for
most of the day.

Performance highlights in
particular were OK Go and
Badly Drawn Boy, both of
which had a huge turnout and
didnʼt fail to impress. Overall,
I enjoyed performances from
smaller, up-and-coming
bands as opposed to the
headliners.

Doll and The Kicks
mesmerised their audience
on the smaller Calling Out
stage and are definitely one
to watch. Other festival
favourites included South
African band The Parlotones,
Wild Palms, Mr B, and Danny
Fontaine and The Halls of
Fury.

Despite my inexperience in
camping and general fear of
mud, I managed to survive
the entire weekend with
nothing more than a couple of
bruises, but came away with
some brilliant memories and
didnʼt break the bank in the

Micky P Kerr in the Calling Out
tent. A large crowd had gath-
ered for an artist, mixing music
and comedy, who looks des-
tined to be a big star and could
well have been this yearʼs
answer to the legendary Frank
Turner. He really likeʼs drink-
ing, you know!

On the main stage there
were crowd-pleasing sets
from the radio-friendly Kid
British, in-yer-face politics
from the King Blues, a tear-
jerking moment when Badly
Drawn Boy was joined on
stage by his daughter, and a
performance worthy of the
headline slot from The
Subways.

The Subways, who took
proceedings to an entirely dif-
ferent level, rocked the crowd
with a high octane, full voltage
set, which left the Kendal
Calling crowd breathless and
baying for more. This was a
performance that had every-
thing — proper rock riot.

Over in the beautifully
decked out Glow tent dance
stage, which included extraor-
dinary UV installations from
Umbrella Visuals, Linton
Brown, who started out life in
Appleby, but is now based in
London, was belting out tune
after tune. A Hereldeduke
track, Ollie Brownʼs other
incarnation, proved to be one
of the many highlights.

But bringing proceedings
back down to earth were
British Sea Power, who,
despite seeming very up for it
themselves, failed to really get
the majority of the crowd on
their side. 

Decked out in green foliage
— the stage really felt part of
the natural amphitheatre
which surrounded it, but this
was more music to think
about, rather than dance to.

The Coral (below) rounded
off the main stage action with
a show which included old

GET CONNECTED: Nick, from Stereo MCs, gets
the main stage crowd into their festival groove.

My first
festival:
HANNAH
BALDWIN

TIGER GIRLS: First time festival-goer Hannah
Baldwin (centre) with friends Charlotte
Thompson and Ava Brockbank, all of Appleby.

favourites which went down
well, including Dreaming of
You, but they didnʼt manage to
strike quite the same chord
with their newer stuff.
Elsewhere on site, Glasgowʼs
Dananan anaykroyd (right) put
on a visually impressive and
exciting show. Afterwards, the
band thanked the crowd for
being “the best festival audi-
ence of the summer”.

Bringing the entire festival
to a close in the Riot Jazz tent
were unannounced special
guests the Seven Seals, from
Kendal, who, following a hia-
tus, are now back together
and were bang on form. A
punchy, up-close and intimate
set, what a way to end what
was a wonderful weekend.
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